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Mortgage rates managed to move downward slightly on news that the second quarter did not start with 
accelerating economic growth. Both the ISM Manufacturing and Services Indices posted larger-than-
expected decreases of 2 points each. Of course, we’re only one month into this quarter with two more 
months that could see the economy picking up. The Federal Reserve left its interest rates unchanged 
but did note that inflation is running at the Fed’s preferred rate of 2.0%. It appears to many analysts 
that we’ve hit the point where the Fed will begin its delicate dance of trying to keep prices from rising 
too quickly, while not putting too much drag on economic growth. 164K new jobs were created last 
month, with the unemployment rate dropping to 3.9%. The drop in the rate was mostly due to a 
decrease in the participation rate, but the labor market continues to remain strong. 
This week features both the Producer and Consumer Price Indices. If both rise above expectations, 
then rates might shift back upward, but at-expectations readings likely will help hold rates steady. 
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Bonehead of the Week 
A "too dumb to be a criminal" bonehead award goes to 
Joshua Franklin in East Alton, IL. Throwing the coppers 
off the scent is a skill that many crooks like to employ. 
After robbing a convenience store, Franklin may have 
decided that he would make sure police didn't suspect him. 
He stopped by his home, and then he headed straight to the 
police station to report that he had seen the robbery. Police 
were reviewing the security camera footage at the same 
time that Franklin walked in, and they arrested him. 
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